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COLUMBIA SKINCARE

COLUMBIA SKINCARE
EDUCATION

CELLUMA LIGHT
THERAPY

Learn to enhance facial treatment protocols using probiotics
with Columbia SkinCare.
columbiaprobiotics.com

ADVANCED LIGHT
THERAPY TRAINING

Celluma offers advanced light
therapy training globally through
hands-on workshops, webinars,
and live lectures. In the United
Kingdom, Celluma training has
been written to level four in
accordance with the United
Kingdom National Qualification
Credit Framework and is offered
monthly by Wynyard Aesthetic
Academy.
celluma.com/pages/events-andclasses

COLOR UP
THERAPEUTICS

CANNABIS MASTER
PROGRAM FOR SPA
PROFESSIONALS

Decades of hands-on work and experience make Color Up the
resource for CBD education. From Color Up Therapeutics, the
Cannabis Master Program for the spa professional is a first-of-itskind online course. Those who successfully complete the program
receive a certification as a Cannabis Master.
colorupcannabismaster.teachable.com

DERMAPLANE PRO

DERMAPLANE PRO CERTIFICATION COURSE

Dermaplane Pro Certification CourseClassroom Training is the ideal way to learn dermaplaning. Dermaplane Pro’s certified trainers are aesthetic professionals with their own
practices, in addition to their work with DermaplanePro. They provide the coaching that is
necessary to assure student success, plus, the signature steps-to-success progression
will help the aesthetic professional become comfortable and confident with dermaplaning basics in just a few hours. Working in partners, skin care professionals will give and
receive a complete dermaplaning facial during the class.
dermaplanepro.com

DIAMONDTOME
Learn now to expand a business to
go beyond the face and increase
revenue by offering full body treatments at a fraction of the cost, by
celebrity aesthetician, Ivy Halford.
Training event: IECSC New York
Jacob Javits Center, March 8,
2020, Room 5, 2 to 3:30 P.M.
sched.co/XBuq

DERMAWARE BIO-TARGETED
SKIN CARE

SCIENTIFIC, CLINICAL,
AND SALES EDUCATION

Complete and practical seminars, hands-on workshops, and advanced education classes offer the professional all they need for success on every level. Comprehensive peels,
facials, and medical modality treatments from scientific and aesthetic
experts will expand a professional’s knowledge and inspire passion.
dermaware.com/dermaware/news_events.asp
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